Physician Update
April 2021

a monthly publication for the Medical Staff of Mary Greeley Medical Center

Physician Grand Rounds
Grand Rounds are held each Wednesday beginning at 12:10pm and are
currently streamed via a Go To Webinar link that is sent out prior to. Below is
a list of upcoming Grand Rounds presentations.

Simply click on the section
you’d like to read to go
straight there. No need to
scroll through everything if
you don’t have the time!
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April 21		 Infectious Disease Pearls
			Lindsey Rearigh, DO, Infectious Diseases
			McFarland Clinic
April 28		 Coordination of Research Studies
			David Moore, MD, Neurology
			McFarland Clinic
May 5 		GI Biomes
			Sahil Khanna, MBBS, MS, Gastroenterology/Hepatology
			McFarland Clinic
May 12		No Grand Rounds Scheduled
May 19		The Opioid Crisis Part 1: The Pain That Won’t Go Away
			Eric Zacharias
			COPIC
Some presentations are also recorded on DVD and are available to view in the physician
lounge. To check out a DVD from the Medical Library, please contact Human Resources
at 515.239.2168. Please note that CMEs are not available for viewing the DVD.

Couldn’t make it to Grand Rounds? Just push the

play button to access recordings of previous sessions.
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FYI from MGMC
By Brian Dieter, President & CEO
We are once again offering the Physician/Provider engagement survey this year. This is an opportunity for you
to provide us with confidential feedback as to your level of engagement with the medical center.
It is no secret that 2020 was a challenging year. We found ourselves in the midst of a pandemic and the culture
we have created here at Mary Greeley allowed us to quickly plan and prepare to take exceptional care of our
community.
COVID-19 has forever changed us – it made us more resilient, it showed us the definition of teamwork and it
afforded us the opportunity to connect with our patients as we were often times the only people they would
see. We were forced to stay apart, but somehow still managed to come together to do what we do best.
We know that COVID-19 will be in the forefront of your thoughts when you take this survey, as it well should be.
I strongly believe that if we hadn’t already created a strong, purpose-driven culture prior to the pandemic – we
would not have been able to respond the way we did to it, and I couldn’t be prouder of that response.
Your feedback and input is critical to ensuring that we continue to have the culture that makes people choose
us not only for their medical care, but also for the place they choose to practice medicine. Watch your email in
the coming days for a link to provide your feedback.
We would not have weathered the past year as well as we have if it weren’t for your dedication to the medical
center and the patients we serve. Thank you for being heroes in our community and helping us live out our
vision of being the best.

PHYSICIAN & PROVIDER ENGAGEMENT SURVEY
APRIL 19 - MAY 9

EVERY VOICE MATTERS
QUESTIONS?
NEW & IMPROVED,

Email Sally Houser at houser@mgmc.com or
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Medical Staff Anniversaries

The following members of the medical staff celebrated work anniversaries in April. Thank you and congratulations to all of
them. If you’d like to congratulate them yourself, simply click on their name to send them an email.
Mark Sorrentino		
Podiatry			
17 years Lindsay Sturm		
Andrew Boyko		ED				 13 years Ruby Wu		

Otolaryngology			
Hospitalist			

2 years
2 years

back to front page

Welcome New Providers!
Look below to learn more about new medical staff members. Make sure to welcome them aboard the next time
you see them and if you’d like to welcome them via email, simply click on their name!

Hannah Sheridan, PA-C

Clinic: McFarland Clinic
Specialty: Oncology/Hematology
Education: St. Ambrose University (MSPA)
University of Iowa (BS)

Caitlin Jardon, ARNP

Clinic: McFarland Clinic
Specialty: Neurology
Education: Clarkson College (MSN)
University of South Dakota (BSN)

back to front page

A reminder to wear your name badges at all times in the medical center.
This ensures patient safety and helps to avoid patient confusion.
Thank you!
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Medical Staff Executive Report
Medical Executive Committee (March)

• The committee recommended approval of the March appointments/reappointments to the Board of
Trustees.
• Doctors’ Day is next Tuesday. There will be a special meal in the lounge over the lunch hour.
• The next Quarterly Med Staff meeting is next Tuesday, March 30 at 6:30 a.m.
• We are working to coordinate a special Greeley Company training session on Engaging with the Disruptive
Practitioner for the Credentials and Med Exec committees and McFarland leaders.
• The changes to the Peer Review policy were approved.
• The annual list of policies without changes was reviewed and approved.
• The committee approved updates to the following policies: Administrative Operation Policy, Cardiology
Protime Clinic Protocol, Cardiology EKG protocol (new), and Radiology CT/MRI Scanning Procedures.
• It was shared that the COVID vent management order set as well as the requirements to renew privileges for
Vent Management are still being finalized.
• The link to the Des Moines Register series Inside COVID’s Siege was shared:
https://www.mgmc.org/about/inside-covids-siege/
back to front page

ED Committee (March)

• Psych safe area door issues have been repaired and a hard ceiling has been installed.
• The annual Stroke Survey was conducted virtually on Tuesday, March 9th and Wednesday, March 10th.
• Trauma Survey will happen in April.
back to front page

Continuing Medical Education Committee (March)
• The committee reviewed the CMEC Policy for suggested updates.

back to front page

Pharmacy & Therapeutics Committee (March)
• The annual review of protocols was conducted; all were approved.
• The annual controlled substance count was conducted in March with no discrepancies.
• Antibiotic Stewardship designated pharmacist will transition to Jill Bode.
back to front page
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